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Chapterr Four

Plantationn Community Dynamics
Introduction n
Thiss chapter examines plantation community dynamics and the effect of these on
householdd labor and the status of women workers. It focuses on two interrelated
institutions:: the plantation industry and the rural village community. The chapter begins
withh a brief historical background of Indonesian plantations starting in the Dutch
coloniall era and covers development as well as changes in labor relations in the industry
andd the global economy. The village community's administrative structure and political
andd economic relationships to the plantation, which bear heavily on the supply and
demandd of labor, is explained in this context. Specifically, the chapter addresses how
thee connection between the socio-economic background of the village and the
prevailingg plantation structure and hierarchy have impacted the formation of household
laborr and social and gender relations in the area.
Thiss chapter also sheds light on how the plantation as an institution has mediated
andd reinforced local and national political, economic, social and cultural influences on
sociall and gender relations in and outside of the workplace. More importantly, the
chapterr provides a rational basis for the critical study of the vulnerable position of
womenn plantation workers in the plantation's social structure and the risk of violence
facedd both in the home and workplace. This is connected to theeframeworkof the study,
whichh discusses the influence of the plantation as a representation of formal and
informall institutions and social structures on the occurrence of violence.
1.. Historical Background of Indonesian Plantations
Thiss section examines the historical establishment and development of plantations
inn Indonesia through to the present as represented by Kaligua plantation.
1.1.. Defining Plantation
Manyy scholars define the plantation as a total institution. Goflman (1961:xiii)
definedd the total institution as "a place of residence and work where a large number of
like-situatedd individuals, cut off from the wider society for an appreciable period of
time,, together lead an enclosed, formally administered round of life". One of the central
featuress of its totality is the breakdown of barriers between the three spheres of life:
sleep,, work and play. The totalistic features of an institution include the following:
all aspects of life are conducted in the same place and under a single authority
there are explicit formal rules and hierarchy
each activity is carried out in the company of a large group
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all activities are tightly scheduled
all activities serve the ultimate goals of the institution.
Severall scholars have identified the socio-economic characteristics of plantations
withh total institutions. Best (1968 in Reddock and Jain 1998:4-5) defines the traditional
plantationn as a total economic institution in which the entire existence of the workforce
iss incorporated into the process of production and reproduction. Jones (1968:154)
definess it as
".... an economic unit producing agricultural commodities (field crops or horticultural
products,products, but not livestock) for sale and employing a relatively large number of unskilled
laborerslaborers whose activities are closely supervised.... It differs from other kinds of farms in the
wayway in which the factors of production, primarily management and labor, are combined. "

Thesee features of plantations are relevant to Kaligua's economy. However, the
'totality'' has to be clarified. Hoefte (1987:10) argues that under slavery 'totality' is
definedd as a closed resource system marked by the absence of employment alternatives.
Whenn the movement of labor is no longer restricted after emancipation -or never is
reallyy restricted at all in other plantation economies, the 'totality' refers to the plantation
alone,, as a self-contained unit.
Thee 'total' characteristics of the plantation as a social and economic system are
thuss a crucial issue that must be incorporated in any analysis of the system. The totality
off the system must be understood within the context of the country's economic, social
andd political structure and its relations to the rest of the world (Rote 1986:1). Indeed,
Bhowmikk (1981:15) argues that attempts to define the plantation system must include
sociall and production relations as important characteristics that spring forth from the
plantationn system and the changing possibilities of these relations within the context of
thee wider social system, the influence of working class organizations and the role of the
state.. 'Totality', thus, at first applies to the plantation economy while later it refers only
too the internal plantation structure (Hoefte 1987:10). The way in which these features of
thee total institution are encapsulated in the Kaligua plantation will become apparent in
thee description of the relationship between the plantation and the village community
(seee the discussion in section 4.6.3).
1.2.. Women and the Plantation Hierarchy
Howeverr it is defined; the basic structural characteristic of the plantation is in the
strongg hierarchical organizational system that involves a small number of management
att the top and a large number of laborers at the bottom. The most prominent feature of
thee strict hierarchy of plantations throughout history has been the persistent poverty of
plantationn workers, who seldom if ever benefit from growth in production (Beckford
1972).. As far as women plantation workers are concerned, these conditions support
theirr hardships.
Plantationn labor has invariably included women but never in advantageous
positions,, not even in tea and coffee plantations, which are labor-intensive and
dominatedd by women workers. Instead, they are exploited and underprivileged as a
resultt of labor patterns and gender relations within the context of industrial and
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communityy subsystems (Jain 1970). A number of women have managed to become
mandormandor in several tea plantations in Java, but they still have no direct power over
manageriall decision-making (Grijns 1992). Focusing on this, Reddock and Jain
(1998:4)) define a plantation as "by definition a class structured system of organization,
stronglyy hierarchical and male dominated in nature". The nature of the plantation
communityy as a strongly hierarchical male-dominated social system is a major impetus
forr this research. The following sections deal with the root causes of disadvantaged
womenn plantation workers related to the growth and development of the plantation
industryy and its relations with laborers.
1.3.. Colonial Plantations
Inn contemporary third world countries, most plantations were instituted during
colonialismm and brought about socio-economic structures that continue to exercise
considerablee influence even today. The birth of plantations in the nineteenth century
wass part of colonial agricultural expansion, which was marked by a change in local
agriculturall economies from rural subsistence to export oriented agriculture. In
Indonesia,, the plantation economy was developed in phases. It originated in precoloniall traditional agricultural garden systems, was then dominated by Dutch colonial
plantations,, and is now dictated by Indonesian government regulations (see Kartodirdjo
andd Suryo 1991).
AA notable phase in the history of Indonesian plantations was at the end of the
(breedd cultivation period or tanam paksa (cultuwstelsel) by the Dutch colonial
government,, marked by the launch of agrarian law reforms in 1870. In these laws, nonIndonesianss -read Dutch and other Europeans- were given the right to lease abandoned
statee land for 75 years and private land for 5-20 years (Mubyarto 1992). Following this
shiftt in policy, there was a marked increase in the number of private plantations as well
ass the variety of crops under production. During the plantation boom years, in addition
U)) rice and other conventional agricultural crops like cassava and corn, crops such as
sugarcane,, tobacco, rubber, palm oil, coffee, and tea were popular and intensively
grownn commodities. These commodities were introduced mostly to Sumatra and Java.
II ea was introduced mainly to the highlands of Priangan, now West Java, and to several
highlandd areas in Central Java, East Java and Sumatra. The change from cultuwstehel
loo the private plantation system was part of the transformation of Dutch colonial
policiess from conservatism to liberalism, which challenged the state's economic
dominationn and provided expanded opportunities for private companies (Mubyarto
1992). .
Sincee Indonesia gained independence, fluctuations in the development of
plantationss have been related to both national and international political and economic
changes.. In the late 1950s, the Indonesian government launched a policy of
nationalizationn of foreign plantations in Indonesia.
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2.. Indonesian Tea Plantations
Teaa is a derivative of camellia sinensis, a species that originated in China. Tea
drinkingg has been a social habit for more than 1,000 years and spread over the country
withh the involvement of the Portuguese and Dutch in trade in the second half of the
seventeenthh century (Forrest 1985). Available data on the history of tea plantations and
industryy in Indonesia provides little information on the subject (see Silitonga 1989).
Althoughh Chinese tea was introduced to the Dutch East Indies sometime before 1700, it
wass only more than a century later that tea became an industrial crop. This started with
thee introduction of Japanese tea in 1826 and was followed two years later by the first
teaa produced by Jacobson, a tea expert. Following this initiative, tea seeds from China
andd Japan were distributed to several parts of Java, marking the growth of tea
cultivationn and production. Forrest (1985) argues that the colonization of the Chinese
andd Japanese seeds in Java and Sumatra were related to the need of Dutch East Indies
producerss to find a lower grade version of Chinese tea as a response to the importation
off Assam tea by John Peet, a British tea man. The first Indonesian produced tea was
exportedd to Amsterdam in 1835. But, it was only after 1878, when Assam tea was
introducedd to Europe, that tea plantations in the Dutch East Indies began to be fully
developed.. Tea was systematically cultivated in 1902 and production peaked in 1940
beforee the Japanese occupation in 1942, covering 200,000 hectares in Indonesia
(Wibowoo 2000:17).
2.1.. The Effects of Indonesian History on Tea Plantations
Thee development of Indonesian tea production has been deeply affected by the
country'ss political history. During the Japanese occupation, plantation tea gardens were
abandonedd or destroyed and replanted with food-crops for war supplies. In Kaligua, a
Japanesee defense tunnel from the occupation can still be found in the center of the tea
gardens.. After Indonesian independence in 1945, efforts to rebuild the gardens and their
infrastructuree were hindered by local socio-political conflict and economic crisis. The
yearlyy tea plantation report in 1952 noted that 15 plantations, including Kaligua, had
closedd due to the fall of world tea prices, a blight of tea fungus, or regional political
instabilityy (Kementrian Pertanian Djawatan Perkebunan 1953). Some older informants
alsoo recalled that during occupation by the Islamic separatist army (Darul
Islam/TentaraIslam/Tentara Islam Indonesia* or Dl/TH) in the early 1950s, the plantation bushes
weree used as part of the DI/TJJ defense base.
Itt was expected that the nationalization process in 1958-1959 would improve the
plantationn industry, but the lack of skills and expertise among Indonesian managers and
producerss were serious constraints. Moreover, the period of 1960-1967 was marked by
nationall political conflict, which was then followed by the ban of the Indonesian
Communistt Party (Partai Komunis Indonesia or PKI) in 1965. This ban also included
thee abolition of the plantation's labor union (Sarikat buruh perkebunan, or Sarbupri), a
prominentt labor organization that was suspected of having political affiliations with
PKI.. Finally, in 1967 the government set up the Committee of 17 {Panitia 17) to create
neww strategies for plantation development (Mubyarto 1992)
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Currently,, Indonesian plantations are divided into three categories, namely stateownedd plantations, privately owned companies, and smallholder farms. Some stateownedd plantations were European, mainly Dutch, owned plantations when
nationalizationn took place. In addition to private companies run by local merchants,
severall other companies have been more recently established and make up the second
category.. The last category consists of individual or family-run enterprises, which
accountt for the largest area of cultivation.
Thee tea plantation industry has grown rapidly since the establishment of the
Researchh Institute for Tea and Quinine (Pusat Penelitian Teh dan Kina or PPTK,
formerlyy Badan Penelitian Teh dan Kind) in Bogor in 1973. In addition, the
establishmentt of the Indonesian Tea Association (Asosisi Teh Indonesia) in 1974 and
thee tea auction run by the Joint Marketing Office (Kantor Pemasaran Bersama, or
KPB)) in 1981 strengthened production and marketing of Indonesian tea (Wibowo
2000:18).. However, as a world-trade commodity, for more than three decades the tea
industryy in Indonesia has experienced instability related to fluctuations in world tea
markett prices. A slight profitable period occurred in 1997 after the first shock of the
Indonesiann economic crisis hit marked by a fall in the rupiah that eventually increased
thee price of exported products. The boom, however, was over by 1999 and was
followedd by acute national economic instability, the fall of world tea prices, and
demandss for increases in wages.
2.2.. Global Tea Production
Currently,, tea ranks fifth after oil palm, rubber, coffee, and cacao in Indonesian
export.. Tea is a reliable export commodity and at the same time is also used as a raw
materiall for drink consumption in the country (Forrest 1985). Issues related to crops and
worldd trade that affect internal plantation growth and development can be seen in the
following.. The tea production area in Indonesia increased from 125,349 hectares with a
totall production of 76,020 tons in 1967 to 160,529 hectares and 161,629 tons in 1997.
(Dirjenn Perkebunan Statistik Perkebunan 1995 and Pusat Penelitian Teh dan Kina
Gambungg 1999).
Indonesiaa ranks fourth in total tea planting area and fifth in the production of tea,
afterr China, India, Sri Lanka and Kenya. A closer look at the total tea area since 1992,
however,, shows that global tea land has been stagnant at approximately 2.4 million
hectaress with a total production of 2.67 million tons per year (Ruru 2000:12-13).
Despitee this trend, Indonesian tea plantations are relatively important in both national
andd international markets. Indonesian tea consumption per capita increased from 511
gramss per capita per year in 1990 to 689.20 grams in 1996 (Pusat Penelitian Teh dan
Kinaa Gambung 1999). Tea cultivation smallholders and private companies mainly
fulfilll Indonesia's tea consumption needs, while state-owned plantations are export
oriented.. Indonesia's position in the global tea trade relies on black tea, which is
producedd mainly by state-owned companies, of which Kaligua plantation is a part.
Despitee fluctuations in market prices and production, from economic and
employmentt perspectives, tea plantations play a significant role in Indonesia's labor
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economyy . Employing 1.5 to 2 workers per hectare, tea plantations are labor intensive in
nature.. The majority of laborers are women working as tea pickers, approximately 60755 percent of the total labor force. This calls for more serious attention to be paid to the
livess of the (women) laborers who are the majority and are at the bottom of the labor
structure. .

3.. The Plantation and Neighboring Villages
Thiss section explains the relationship between the plantation industry and the
villagee community. The plantation exists as a total economic institution, which has led
too political and economic relationships between the plantation, the state (as represented
byy rural village administration), and the community. In particular, issues on authority
andd control over plantation workers and their respective households are closely related
too both historical and current conditions of plantation workers and work.
3.1.. Village vs. Plantation: Finding a Balance of Power
Rotee (1986:3) argues that the plantation and the rural village have long been
engagedd in a balance of power that is biased to some extent to the detriment of the
latter.. He states that to understand the nature and effects of the plantation system, one
hass to answer "the question of the nature of interaction between the pre-existing
indigenouss socio-economic structures and the politico-economic systems that were
superimposedd in the process of colonial economic and political expansion".
Inn his arguments against dual economic theorists, Rote (1986:9) argues that the
near-absencee of linkages between the sectors and the backwardness of the rural village
iss not caused by traditional values. Rather, circumstances create barriers to social
changee at the village level, which are exacerbated by the presence of the plantations and
thee colonial state. This is considerably worsened as tea plantation profits are rarely
rcin\\ ested in social infrastructure, in the intensification of production, or in traditional
sectors,, but instead are taken out of the area. Also, as the tea is not processed on site,
thiss further excludes the possibility of employment and financial gain for local
residents. .
Inn favor of Pandansari village, however, economic and political advantages can be
observed.. Being a social and economic enclave, the plantation only occasionally
benefitss local people in the form of casual employment or consumer demand. From the
people'ss point of view, however, the study found many older informants who still
rememberr the prosperity of the Kaligua plantation in its early days before the Japanese
occupationn in 1942. At that time, the plantation provided a considerably good life. They
recalledd worse conditions during the Japanese occupation and the political conflict
followingg independence that allowed them to compare the situations in favor of Dutch
11 The recent market situation for Indonesian tea has not been conducive as can be seenfromthe
decreasee of export volume and market sales (Ruru 2000:12). The Indonesian market decreased
significantlyy from 11.9% in 1992 to 5.8% in 1997. Auction prices in the 1990s were at the same
levelss as those of Sri Lanka and India but recently these have decreased by 20-30%. In 1997,
Indonesiann tea sold at 1.65 US$/kg compared to Sri Lanka and India at $1.94 and $1.88
respectively.. In August 1999 the prices of tea in these two countries were 70-100% higher than the
auctionn price in Jakarta (0.95 US$/kg).
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rule.. They also mentioned the development of smallholding plantation crops for the
villagerss in the early 1980s as a positive development when through the local office of
plantationn affairs the government introduced the plantation service unit (Unit Pelayanan
Perkebunan,Perkebunan, or UPP) and guidance on tea production (bimbingan masal teh, or Bun
inn cooperation with the plantation2.
Plantationss have political advantages as they exert a certain degree of control over
governmentt policy and administration in rural villages. To secure plantations as
nationall enterprises, related to the international trade market, rural villages are forced to
meett the need for supportive political systems to enable plantation interests, mostly in
thee supply of cheap labor, and to avoid potentially serious conflicts between the
plantationn management and labor force. Therefore, both must maintain the relationship
betweenn the plantation and the rural village.
Certainn circumstances at Kaligua plantation need careful consideration. The
administrator,, the head of the plantation, is changed at least once every two to four
years.. The new administrator must attempt to continue the stable relationships made by
hiss predecessors. These efforts involve practical issues related to the courteousness of
thee person in daily social interactions as well as his ability to meet the needs of the
plantationn management. The visit of the newly appointed administrator to the house of
thee village heads and the invitations of these village heads and other village staff to
plantationn ceremonies and festivals are some of the ways in which respect is shown.
Villagee heads can easily compare administrators based on their attitudes as well as their
manageriall decisions related to village interests, such as monetary or in-kind
contributionss for village activities3. The role of the administrator and other management
stafff are critical in creating stable and smooth relationships with the rural village
authorities. .
3.2.. The Effect of Residential Patterns on the Plantation Community
Inn general, the village community refers both to the people who live in nearby
villagess and those who live in areas that belong to the plantation. Basically the
plantationn community is beholden to two authorities: the village administration and the
plantationn management (see Chapter Three). As village residents plantation workers
livee within the context of the rural village and are subject to government authority. In
thee Indonesian government bureaucracy, the village is the smallest unit and consists of
severall other smaller units of social groupings called dwim and dukuh (hamlets). A
villagee head runs the village with the help of hamlet leaders and other village staff.
Whenn asked where they live, however, most people respond with their hamlet rather
thann their village, showing the tendency of the people to most strongly identify with
22

These programs went along with government programs on plantation agriculture through the
creationn of UPP (by local plantation affairs offices) and PIR (Perkebunan Inti Rakyat or Nucleus
Smallholderr Estate program) in the 1980s. In these two programs the state plantations trained and
developedd services and production means covering land preparation, planting, maintenance,
processingg and marketing.
33 There was recently a case of a member of the plantation's management staff who supported a
villagee head candidate through personally approaching plantation laborers. He did this indirect
campaigningg after closely examining the prospects of each candidate.
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theirr hamlet (Koentjaraningrat 1961:10). This also shows that people still associate
themselvess with traditional unities before state-defined ones4.
But,, as plantation workers, villagers also belong to the plantation's social system
andd are subject to its distinct rules and regulations. Those who live on the plantation
groundss identify more with the authority of the plantation's social institutions than with
thee village authority. This is because by living in accommodation provided by the
employer,, the management can exercise direct control over laborers bom during and
afterr work hours. In fact, it is through such intentional settlement patterns that the strict
managementt structure and exercise of authority and control over plantation laborers can
bee achieved (Jain 1970:236-237). Further, this creates paternalism in the plantation
system.. Laborers living on the plantation only refer to village authorities for practical
matterss such as procuring official papers needed to seek employment as well as land,
marriage,, divorce, and birth certificates. Despite several changes to internal plantation
managementt policies and external administrative matters related to state bureaucracy,
laborerss successfully maintain a sense of belonging to the plantation.
Workerss who live outside the plantation tend to have a greater sense of belonging
too the two overlapping social institutions. Laborers living outside the plantation are
engagedd in village-organized activities such as gotong-royong (mutual cooperation
projects),, arisan (regular social gatherings at which money can be won), neighborhood
security,, health and sanitation, and sports. At the same time they also join in plantation
sociall welfare activities such as the worker's cooperative, health provisions, and the
worker'ss association.
Whilee the two groups of laborers are divided by residential patterns, they are
unifiedd by their social status in the plantation's social structure, in which they occupy
thee bottom rung in the hierarchical order. Therefore both villagers and plantation
inhabitantss have the same relationship to the plantation. As will be elaborated further
on,, the extent to which the industrial organizations influence their labor lives such as in
thee division of labor within the family, control over family resources, the pattern of
authorityy in the family, rules of residence and forms of marriage reflects the degree of
controll and authority of the plantation (Reddock and Jam 1998).
Itt can also be found that both types of households are trapped in the same work
acrosss generations. As the plantation is far from other choices of economic activities,
laborerss are dependent on the plantation for their livelihood. As Mintz (1998:xii-xiii)
putt it, the past colonial status has hindered the ability of the local people (migrant and
non-migrant)) to advance economically. Following the experiences of their parents and
grandparents,, dependency on plantation work is reproduced through successive
generationss as well as in the families of migrant newcomers. Whether a person was
bornn into it or was introduced into it as an immigrant, she or he found it difficult to
escapee from the closed world of the estate because serious limitations were placed upon
ann estate coolie's spatial movements and occupational mobility.
44

Self-categorization plays an important role in creating group identity -affecting workers' solidarity
andd social security. This will be further elaborated in Chapter Seven.
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Plantationn workers are similarly hindered and kept immobile by inferior schools,
inferiorr medical facilities, bad labor conditions and the absence of alternative
employment.. Consequently, plantation workers are most likely to come from
householdss that have historically worked on the plantation. This is true for Kaligua
plantation. .
4.. Kaligua Plantation 5
AA detailed history of the company is outside the scope of the study, but the
HandboekHandboek en cultuur-en handelsondernemingen in Nederlandsc-Indie (de Bussy n.d.)
mentionss four erfpacht (concession or leasing) holders namely G. Göring, De Jong, H.
Kok,, and E.G.T. Gerlach who developed Kaligua plantation. Based on their erfpacht
rightsrights dated October 1882 they started quinine cultivation in 1889, which was then
followedd by tea planting in 1895/1896. At that time De Jong was appointed
administrator.. The ownership and management of the plantation changed over time and
inn 1959 Cultuuronderneming Kaligoea was one of several plantations listed in state
documentss for nationalization. The owner of the company at that time was listed as Fa.
Johnn Peet and co. (Ismet 1970)6.
4.1.. Plantation Hierarchy
Plantationss have always been arranged in a system of strict social and spatial
segregationn (Jain 1970, Bhowmik 1981, Kurian 1982). Social life and relationships
withinn plantations are shaped to a large degree by the conditions of their origin more
thann a century ago. A number of employee categories make up the hierarchical order
andd consist mostly of management staff, supporting staff, and laborers that can then be
brokenn down into more detailed categories.
Kaliguaa plantation, as has been mentioned before, is part of a state-owned
plantationn conglomerate headquartered in the province's capital city, Semarang. Beyond
thee plantation lies a hierarchical order involving administrators; headquarter staff, the
boardd of directors, and the board of commissioners that is responsible to the Ministry of
Agriculture7.. Discussion of this top layer of the organization is beyond the scope of the
studyy and, in fact, is mostly irrelevant in the day-to-day lives of plantation workers. As
onee of the companies in the plantation conglomerate, Kaligua independently organizes
itss employee structure. At the top is the administrator. He (the administrator is always
male)) is assisted by four plantation-wide supervisors as middle-managers (sinder).
Thesee are the top management staff and act as decision-makers over the daily operation
off the plantation. Field coordinators of plantation divisions and their supporting staff
makee up the following layers. All of these employees -small in number- are responsible
55

The information contained in this section is derived from informant interviews unless there is a
specificc citation stating otherwise.
66 Forrest (1985) mentions that John Peet was a British tea man who promoted the importation of
Assamm seed from 1830 to 1878.
77 The department to which state-owned plantations belong changes depending on the structure of the
cabinet. .
88 These are derived from the Dutch word administrateur widely used to address plantation heads in
thee past and sinder (attendant) positioned at the head of an afdeling (division). Administrator has
sincee been abbreviated to ADM and is now commonly used to address the administrator preceded
byy Bapak or Pak (Mister).
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forr the plantation's managerial and administrative tasks. Below these are the majority of
workerss who form the lowest rung on the hierarchal ladder and who perform production
workk in the garden and the processing factory as well as maintenance of the
infrastructure. .
Thee relationship between the workers on the one side and the plantation on the
otherr can be observed through the attitudes of each both on and off work. Following the
hierarchicall order of plantation management, casual workers positioned at the bottom of
thee hierarchy have no direct access to upper level management, particularly to the
administratorr and his staff. As explained in Chapter Three, the majority of these
workerss are organized in groups overseen by a mandor. These men act as mediators
betweenn the management and the workers (Grijns 1992 and details in Chapter Seven).
Inn their daily encounters both on and off-work they behave in a way reminiscent of past
relationshipss between masters and coolies.
4.2.. Labor Loyalty
Ass it is located in a remote area 'm highland Java, at least until the end of the 1960s
thee plantation represented a relatively closed total economic community that can still be
tracedd at present. Geographic conditions tied people to plantation life. Kaligua stretches
overr 400 hectares in the valley of Slamet volcano at an altitude of 1,000-1,500 meters
abovee sea level. It is an area whose isolation trapped people; 'once they get there, there
willl be no point of return'. Any attempts to give up work and leave the place would
havee to be considered strongly. Despite the recent availability of other sources of
livelihood,, most generations of plantation workers still engage in plantation work. One
underlyingg reason of this choice is their belief that plantation work belongs to their
ancestors,, the parents and grandparents who are culturally upheld with great respect.
Fromm the political-economic perspective of the plantation management, however, it has
beenn historically proved that the connection of the people to the plantation was part of a
systematicc mechanism to secure the supply of labor dating from the plantation's early
establishment.. The labor conditions and the placement of workers at the lowest level of
thee labor hierarchy have structurally proved conducive to the creation of labor loyalty
andd economic dependence.
Inn addition, cultural-based efforts were made to raise appreciation of plantation life.
Thiss was done through the mystification of Dutch pioneer De Jong's tomb, the use of
thee term mbah (grandfather) before his name and the creation of stories about the
generosityy of the man and the family. The saint myth of the pioneer was presumably
intendedd to be a parable, which might be entitled 'the tying of the people' (Jain
1970:125-127).. In addition, mystification of objects located all over the tea gardens,
suchh as Candi Ronggeng, Condi Budha, Tuk Bening, and the factory building and its
equipmentt have significantly attached people to the plantation9.
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Candi Ronggeng is believed to be the place where a ronggeng (traditional dance) was performed
duringg the inauguration of the plantation, Candi Budha is a monument built to honor village
descendantss although it is unclear why this place is named after Budha, Tuk Bening is the main
springg used for the factory and houses. People believe the spirits possess these places and they feel
obligedd to maintain them.
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4.3.. Financial and Class Stratification
Inn many cases, plantation workers are underpaid and exploited, conditions that
hinderr their possibility of upward economic mobility. Some workers, however, are able
too break through these barriers and achieve economic prosperity. Jain (1970:421) found
thatt the economic organization of labor is characterized by a combination of equality
andd inequality. Although laborers share a dependency on (low) earnings as well as a
similarr pattern of expenditure as a result of living in the same laboring community,
somee achieve unequal degrees of skill in handling their finances. Through
entrepreneurship,, laborers' social economic structure changes considerably with the
birthh and progression of groups of rich and poor. In the Kaligua plantation labor
structure,, a number of women manage to earn additional income by opening small
shopss for trade of daily necessities such as cooking oil,rice,soap, and candies and other
womenn occasionally sell homemade cakes. Two women from supporting staff
householdss opened eateries in their homes and three other women sell clothes, shoes,
cosmetics,, and kitchenware on credit. Alternative sources of income reduce the income
gapp between management staff, supporting staff and laborers. However, the shared
economicc status of staff members and certain plantation laborers does not unite the two.
Thee stratification of the poor and the rich is limited to only within the same group,
whilee upward mobility is hindered as far as the plantation hierarchical social structure is
concerned. .
4.4.. Supplementing Plantation Wages
Residence,, within or outside plantation boundaries, has little impact on the socioeconomicc backgrounds of most Kaligua plantation workers. Being a village inhabitant
doess not necessarily provide greater economic possibilities through other agricultural
work.. The research survey revealed that the majority of women workers, regardless of
theirr place of residence, come from landless households (80%). Among 55 landed
householdss only 29 percent own more than six bau (bau, a local measurement, is equal
too 400 square meters). This demonstrates the low socio-economic background of
plantationn workers. Women usually obtain additional income as wage laborers or from
theirr own small pieces of land through vegetable harvesting while men are engaged in
traditionall farm activities such as hoeing and fertilizing.
Itt is worth mentioning that the agricultural changes that took place in the early
1990ss and peaked at the end of the decade marked by the introduction of new varieties
off potatoes and intensification of cabbage cultivation by a number of affluent farmers
havee attracted many smallholders to try their luck with the same crops. The economic
crisis,, which was then followed by a multidimensional crisis starting in mid-1997 in
Indonesia,, led to high market prices for vegetables as well as export-oriented plantation
crops.. At the same time, political changes in Indonesia that took place in May 1998 led
too a breakthrough in consciousness over land-ownershiprights.Protests and land claims
rockedd many government and privately owned plantation companies at this time. Most
off these plantations were located in low-lying areas and produced tobacco, rubber and
coffee.. As the children and/or grandchildren of past landowners, protestors felt that the
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governmentt had unfairly treated them since the nationalization of Dutch plantation
companiess in the late 1950s.
Followingg this mass reclamation of land throughout Indonesia was the penjarahan
orr looting of lands and/or crops. There were no land claims made against Kaligua
plantationn concession land. But the local office of the Indonesian state-owned forest
companyy {Perusahaan Kehutanan Indonesia, or Perhutani), the institution responsible
forr the management of land-use in the surrounding forest, suffered from land looting by
villagerss including Kaligua plantation workers. A considerable number of people,
mostlyy from landless households, were involved in this looting. The men usually started
thee looting by clearing a piece of land by themselves or with the help of other
householdd members, and than fencing it as a sign of ownership. Later Perhutani
arrangedd use of this land officially through contracts, which specified land grants for a
certainn amount of time.
Thee coinciding profit from vegetables with looted forestlands provided a relatively
bigg but short-lived impact on local villagers' lives. Through the looting, many local
people,, including plantation laborers, managed to obtain a piece of land for farming
activities.. The survey in this study found that 106 out of 201 households have access to
thiss type of land, obtained either through looting or informal contract, and the majority
off these are less than 6 bau (76%). Some successfully profited from this arrangement
andd improved their economic standing through investment in housing construction and
electronicc appliances. Lots more, however, were unlucky and failed to profit from this
farming.. Most were newcomers who learned from successful farmers and later tried
theirr luck. As the economic crisis lengthened, market prices became unstable and
decreased.. This was compounded by lack of skills related to vegetable cultivation and
off initial capital needed for seedlings and fertilizers as well as lack of knowledge about
commonn causes of crop failure. By the time the research was conducted many of the
lootedd lands had been abandoned since the owners did not have enough money to
continuee planting crops. Some sold their cultivating rights to others and then worked as
wagee laborers on their former land. Thus, these rapid socio-economic changes had no
significantt long-term impact on women worker households.
4.5.. Attempts at Improving Work Conditions
Relatedd to government policy and the 1996 requirement that state-owned
plantationss create favorable working conditions for management and workers, a
cooperativee agreement (Kesepakatan Kerja Bersama, or KKB) was made in 2000. It
doess not address, however, die fact that the majority of plantation workers are casual
workerss who get paid on a contractual, piece-rate and daily basis. The effort to
formalizee workers' status by providing them with permanent status and thereby
guaranteeingg their labor rights, is still challenged by the fact that many workers are
involvedd in other agricultural economic activities. As far as women workers are
concerned,, careful consideration is needed of their traditional role, which requires them
too combine productive and reproductive work. As has been highlighted in Chapter
Threee and in later chapters, any attempt to formalize workers' status, therefore, must
addresss the existing socio-economic backgrounds of the laboring community and, in
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particular,, the notions of gender roles and relations in the (whole) plantation
community. .
4.6.. The Changing Position of Workers
Manyy believe that changes in attitudes and bargaining power exist in the current
reformationn era, marked by the fall of Suharto's New Order's regime in 1998. Practical
changess have occurred as a result of mass media exposure to workers rights and status
inn Indonesia. Certainly, these changes have been observed and confirmed by the
management.. Managers affirm that workers are currently in a better position compared
too previously and, indeed, this makes them anxious about the continuity of authority and
controll over workers.
NowadaysNowadays workers are getting better at protesting so the management has to be more
careful.careful. They have heard and learned from workers in the city and from other plantations, (a

managementt staff)
Yet,, bureaucratic order remains stable. Commands from headquarters and/or
administrator'ss decisions related to production activities are passed through the layers
off bureaucracy- from plantation-wide supervisor to sinder to mandor in the field beforee reaching the workers. For workers to address the top management, they must
alsoo go through this chain of command and thus are unable to approach management
directlyy without prior notice being given to their mandor.
4.7.. Administrators in the Eyes of Workers
Workerss are often the most critical in assessing administrators' characters. In most
conversationss with workers when they were asked to give their opinions of
administrators,, they were likely to speak a lot. They were especially good at comparing
administrators.. Most of the time they made their assessments based on how well the
administratorss treated the workers 'economically'. Not only did they keep track of
whetherr or not different administrators liked to say hello to the workers, but they also
notedd which administrators gave them gifts, no matter how small, such as used clothes.
Onlyy a few administrators were remembered fondly by the workers. One was an
administratorr who distributed prayer clothes for Moslem women {rukuh) through his
wifee in the 1980s.
MbahMbah De Jong was the first person in the plantation that laid the foundation for
maintainingg the image of generosity. Most workers and other members of the
communityy praised him as a good person because of his generous manner. Even though
nonee of the older informants, let alone the active workers, knew him personally, they
spokee fluently about how good and kind he was during his term at Kaligua. The image
off the generous administrator has been around for as long as anyone can remember. The
relationshipp between the administrator and the workers is best interpreted as a patronclientt relationship. In the plantation context, the administrator is a patron who does his
bestt to secure not only his personal wellbeing but also that of the entire plantation
throughh labor security and worker loyalty. From the workers' point of view, generous
administratorss provide economic satisfaction as well as emotional gratitude, and pride is
derivedd from being well treated by their superiors. The two calculate what they must
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givee in relation to what they receive, what Scott (1977) calls the rule of reciprocity or a
sett of moral expectations. Weix (2002) in her study of elite Javanese women who run
familyy firms argues that a patron's generosity in the form of gifts distributed as
monetaryy compensation for labor is also seen as a necessary component in securing
wealth.. Generosity is needed as symbolic capital (Scott 1985), which secures the elite's
positionn and its wealth: the plantation industry.
Nevertheless,, the limitations of an administrator's personal ability to deliver even
smalll gifts as well as decreasing economic profits prevent the management from
providingg satisfactory bonuses, clothes, work equipment, or other provisions and thus
makee it difficult to maintain the image of generosity. Since only a few of Mbah De Jong
successorss have successfully been seen as symbolically generous, the workers use ways
inn which administrators engage in social interactions with their laborers as other criteria
off assessing and memorizing their chiefs' attitudes.
Ass laborers are members of the plantation community living in or near the
plantationn grounds, informal encounters with management can occur at any time.
Despitee attempts to avoid direct encounters with top management, especially when
alone,, unexpected encounters can lead to short talks. Most of the time laborers shun
directt communication with management and feel most comfortable only showing
respectt through smiles and nods or by leaning forwards as is habitual in the Javanese
traditionn (membungkukan badan). For many workers their attitude depends on the
circumstancess at the time. The attitude of the respected person (whether or not they
showw willingness to further communicate), the presence of other people, and the
occasionn will affect workers' behavior in different ways. Related to this, workers
complainn about the different attitudes of the current administrator and the previous one.
ThisThis man is much quieter than the last administrator. As coolies we feel better if we have an
administratoradministrator who likes to make jokes and talks when he is visiting the gardens. We 'd rather
bebe criticized than just watched closely like this. (Sarti)

Inn following field supervisions by the administrator and his staff, different types of
behaviorr were observed. Workers are quiet and nervous when they are approached and
givenn directions on proper tealeaf picking techniques by their superiors. They react
differently,, are more relaxed and able to laugh, when these men make light jokes to
breakk the tension. The kinds of jokes are different in context and meaning from those of
overseerss and other male co-workers as will be discussed in Chapter Seven. When
encounterss occur while the workers are in a crowd, either during break time or at the
weighingg post, the atmosphere is the most relaxed. Usually one or two initiators are
neededd to reduce tension through their conversation. Indeed, in each group of pickers
thesee two or three workers are already best known by the overseers as troublemakers or
provocateurs.. Mandor also occasionally exchange stories on how these provocateurs
makee 'trouble' through their remarks10.
100 The term provocateur was widely used in Indonesia at this time. For many workers, calling these
personss provocateurs may not have any further meaning but the ones given this name expressed
anxiety,, "ƒ don't know what's wrong with my behavior Ijust try to be myself.... I react instantly to
anythinganything and I think this is why they call me the provocateur. I am a bit worried. I hope there will
bebe no negative effects from this name."
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Thee current Kaligua administrator, however, explained that he still encounters
workerss whose attitudes are, in his words, "like people in the old-style plantation"
wheree workers were differentiated by their respectful behaviors such as walking while
squattingg (laku dodok) and sitting on the floor to symbolize their inferior position. This
happenedd when a woman tea picker came to meet him in his house. Daring to come
directlyy to the administrator's house is very uncommon, but the woman explained that
shee was really worried about a rumor that there would be a worker's cutback so she
forcedd herself to risk coming to his house to clarify the policy. Grijns (1992) observed
thee same evidence in a West Java tea plantation in the 1980s. Workers attitudes to
plantationn administrators and their staff, therefore, reflect the unchanging hierarchical
naturee of social relations in plantation institutions despite changes in plantation
management,, rural village socio-economic conditions and in the broader context of
Indonesia. .
Overlappingg authority between the plantation and the village has been discussed
previously.. People show more respect to the head of the plantation than to the rural
villagee head. While the village head assumes power and control over the village
community,, the shared sense of belonging to the same locality allows people to behave
inn a more egalitarian manner with the village head and their staff. On the other hand, the
headd of the plantation is an outsider who is held in high respect by members of both the
plantationn and the village. The regular change of administrators every two to three years
meanss that he is always new and foreign in the eyes of the local people. The
administrator'ss characteristics related to his socio-economic attributes such as high
education,, property possession, and nativity contribute to the high standing of
administratorss both in and outside of the boundaries of the plantation's social structure.
Thiss leads to a paternalism that is far more oppressive in nature than the paternalism of
thee traditional village community, as this paternalism is between people who are
dividedd not only in interest but also in ideas and values (Beteille 1981 :vii-viii).
5.. Labor Recruitment and Household Labor Structure
Thiss section analyzes the effect of the plantation and its methods of labor
recruitmentt on the formation of household labor structures. It has been argued above
thatt most plantation workers belong to historically plantation related households. The
inxolvementt of household members in plantation work is systematic and in some cases
hass been conducted coercively through the recruitment of labor. In many cases,
plantationss are situated in remote and scarcely populated areas that force management
too rely on migrant labor. Migrant laborers mostly come from more densely populated
areass or places where people need new livelihood choices. By and large, these people
weree taken from traditional farming activities and brought into plantation life, which
actss as a total socio-economic institution that shapes both households and community
organizations. .
Recruitmentt of migrant labor was a crucial task conducted simultaneously with the
establishmentt of a plantation industry. This was done through the use of labor recruiters
taskedd with finding and transferring laborers to the newly established plantation. When
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plantationss were first established, they were dependant on labor recruiters, but once
theyy were fully operational and established in a region, they could rely on their
previouslyy recruited migrant labor force to reproduce itself over time, thus securing a
continuouss (family) labor supply.
Oftenn plantation management developed methods to increase the dependency of
laborerss and their households on the plantation. As migrants, the laborers were landless
andd owned no property. The plantation management was responsible for providing the
basicc needs of the workers and their respective households by involving them in
plantationn work. Thus, they were coercively forced to work long hours together with
theirr family members to ensure their daily survival. As Bagchi (1982:24) wrote,
"migrantt laborers acted as reservoirs of labor which effectively subsidized the advanced
capitalistt sector by keeping alive their families". The management intentionally created
cheap,, contractual, and piece-rate wage systems to increase the dependence of laborers
onn the plantation which at the same time provided laborers with neither the space nor
timee to seek other work. These conditions continued for the most part, except in the
casee of workers who were able to handle their finances in such a way so as to save
money,, a rarity given the system.
Itt is not clear how initial labor recruitment was conducted in Kaligua. Currently,
thee plantation employs laborers from neighboring villages. Only a small portion of these
aree accommodated within the plantation's boundaries. About 30 houses were built by
thee management for supporting staff and mandor, while casual workers are only
providedd a piece of land on which they are allowed to build modest accommodation on
theirr own. There are about 85 houses built on the plantation grounds to accommodate
1155 households (about 365 people). Even though the management prohibits the workers
fromm building permanent houses to ensure the vitality of the tea gardens, as
accommodationn is located in the gardens, there are always some people who try to
breakk the rules. In general, this rule is a non-issue as most inhabitants are financially
incapablee of renovating their houses; indeed most homes are still poorly constructed,
withh walls made from bamboo mats (gedhek) and lacking cement floors. However,
severall households have renovated their accommodations and used more permanent
materials. .
Thee management has also prohibited the construction of any new houses. This
meanss that workers must struggle even more to find accommodation. This policy has
beenn introduced to maintain the size of the gardens as the growing number of houses to
accommodatee new households has greatly increased since the founding of the
plantation11.. Younger workers must now look for houses outside the plantation, and
usuallyy turn to Taman and Kalikidang hamlets.
Thee laborers who currently live on the plantation grounds belong to the second to
fourthh generations of descendants of the original migrant laborers. The six oldest men
mentionn several areas in the Banyumas regency as their parents' places of origins. A
111 According an informant, in 1969, there were only 11 houses surrounding the plantation. This
increasedd to 34 houses by 1984 (Tim Peneiitian Lapangan Keluarga Mahasiswa Antropologi 1984)
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numberr of younger people are also able to recall memories of their parents and/or
grandparentss speaking about their original villages in lower lying lands. One mcmdor
proudlyy explained that his uncle, Sakub, was known as the 'forest pioneer'. Sakub is
noww used to describe the highest areas of the gardens to commemorate his merits.
Kaliguaa plantation started its second development in the late 1960s, a period also
markedd by a new wave of migrant laborers. This new batch was accommodated on the
plantationn grounds together with the laborers who had weathered the plantation's times
off difficulty in the 1940s, '50s and again in the mid-60's. New migrant laborers were
recruitedd due to the lack of available workers in the area (as many had moved from the
areaa when there was no longer work available). As on many other plantations, many
Kaliguaa workers were involved in a plantation labor union (Sarikat Buruh Perkebunan
Indonesia,Indonesia, or Sarbupri) which was harassed following the bloody dissolution of its
parentt organization, the Indonesian Communist Party, in 1966. The negative image of
plantationn workers at this time and the anxiety involved in plantation work caused many
formerr workers to wait until they felt secure before rejoining plantation work.
Inn its development, the plantation was also able to recruit local laborers to
supplementt its labor reservoir. These local laborers most likely were from near landless
householdss that used plantation work as an alternative source of income. Like their
felloww migrant workers, the attachment to plantation work has created long-term
dependencee supported by landlessness. All plantation laborers originate from similar
socio-economicc backgrounds regardless of their status as migrant or non-migrant
laborers,, i.e. from landless households at the lowest socio-economic levels. Several
workerss confirm this by identifying themselves as the poorest in their village's socioeconomicc structure (Grijns 1987, Wattie 2002).
5.1.. The Role of Labor Recruiters and Overseers {Mandor)

n

Inn the early development of colonial plantations throughout the world, labor
recruiterss played a significant role13. This began with the need for plantation
managementt to secure labor supplies to work in relatively remote and scarcely
populatedd areas where plantations were commonly established. The brokerage system
effectivelyy shaped the official hierarchy and eventually helped foster management
paternalism.. Later, this paternalism was extended to embrace crucial areas of laborer
householdss and community subsystems. The labor recruitment process, the role of the
laborr recruiter, and management paternalism together affected the formation of
householdd labor in the plantation community. In the Indonesian labor system, labor
recruiterss and supervisors were widely used in the past and continue to be so despite
significantt changes in the nature of the work.
122 The term mandor was originally used in Indonesia for 'labor recruiters and brokers'. This term has
sincee come to mean 'overseeing supervisors'. Because of this confusion, in this section the
appropriatee English translation will be used in place of mandor.
133 Labor recruiters are called mandor in Java and Sumatra (Breman 1989, Pelzer 1978) arkatis in
Assamm and sardar in North Bengal (Bhowmik 1981), the Indian-Tamil kangany in Malay and Sri
Lankaa (Jain 1970, Rote 1986, Kurian 1998). Currently mandor is used on Indonesian tea
plantationss in the same way that sardar is used in Sri Lanka; to denote overseers or mediators
betweenn the plantation and its workers (Jain 1998).
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Thee history of the development of plantations worldwide accounts for the
transformationn in the roles of recruiters related to several changes in the labor market,
plantationn management and the role of the state. Initially, the management employed a
middlemann responsible for seeking and transferring laborers from their places of origin
too the plantation. Later more middlemen selected from available laborers were also
employedd as recruiters to directly find workers in their places of origin. The
managementt intentionally employed this new type of recruiter to avoid the plantation's
completee dependence on the first batch of recruiters (Grijns 1992:68). These people
laterr combined the roles of recruiters and supervisors of the labor gangs in the
plantation'ss work divisions. As recruiters and supervisors, these men possessed very
powerfull roles between laborers and management (see Breman 1985). They also played
significantt roles during labor scarcity, such as when laborers were engaged in
agriculturall activities.
Inn oral histories these men have always been represented as politically and
economicallyy powerful, and to women plantation workers they were also considered
sexuallyy powerful. Nadia (1987) in her historical study on women tea pickers in West
Javaa plantations notes their influential role. Women were mostly forced into intended
indebtednesss through down payments to ensure their readiness to work when they were
needed.. As most were the abandoned wives of migrated husbands and thus
economicallyy deprived, many women had no choice but to rely on their labor and thus
neededd strong relationships with labor recruiters. Many concubines and/or polygamous
lifestyless involving labor recruiters and women laborers resulted from their powerful
position.. The image of womanizing recruiters, indeed, is still prevalent despite current
sociall and economic limitations. The influence of this image in the context of gender
andd labor relations and how this has affected violent behavior will be discussed in
Chapterr Seven.
5.2.. From Recruiter to Supervisor
Thee transformation of the role from recruiter to supervisor took place for several
reasons.. In Indonesia, Grijns (1992:69) accounts for this change due to surplus of labor,
govv em ment intervention and the labor union movement. For state-owned plantations,
governmentt policy related to the restructuring of plantation organization in 1967
increasedd state control over plantation authority and thus significantly reduced the role
off the labor recruiter. They were no longer needed for recruitment of labor, but were
insteadd employed as direct supervisors paid by the management. This decreased their
controll over laborers, as their pay was no longer derived from the deduction of
approximatelyy 10% from their laborers' wages. The separation of recruiter and
supervisorr was part of a management strategy to undermine their powerful bargaining
position. .
Thesee changes, however, did not completely dispense with workers' dependence.
Ass found in this study, women workers have to maintain good relations with their
supervisorss to secure their position and other related economic matters. Strategically,
thiss enables women to keep their number in the supervisor's logbook and to rejoin work
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afterr a long absence. Practically, women workers are still indebted to their supervisors,
ass they can turn to their supervisor for cash, which is then deducted from their wages. A
numberr of supervisors even act as salesmen of food supplements and cosmetics. They
persuadee their workers to use these products, which they claim promote health and
beauty. .
Fromm the supervisor's perspective, as indicated in interviews with Kaligua
supervisors,, their current position is an awkward one as they are still overshadowed by
thee old image of powerful recruiter and supervisor while in fact they now have less
powerr in terms of economic performance. As indicated by Breman (1985:71), changes
madee to the labor and recruitment processes victimized the supervisor more than
anyonee else, as they risked losing their powerful position.
5.3.. Plantation Strategies for Steady Labor Supplies
Plantationn management, on the other hand, benefits from steady labor supplies and
thee decreasing recruiter-supervisor role. Therefore, with the notable exception of sugar
plantationss where demand from other sectors competes for scarce labor, many
plantationss have no interest in labor-displacing investments (Rote 1986). Moreover, the
recruitmentt of local people benefits the management because they do not have to pay
forr accommodation but still manage to have stable workers even during labor scarcity
duee to indebtedness to the supervisor (Nadia 1987). Currently in Indonesia, the threat of
laborr demands for better working conditions, remuneration and protest over land
ownershipp must be carefully managed. However, such threats are still far from real as a
politicall climate unfavorable to labor includes the government's resistance to uphold
workers'' interests and which favors the plantation industry.
Thee process of labor recruitment has clearly dominated household labor formation
andd limited time and spatial mobility of laborers in favor of the plantations' own
interests.. Despite several changes in the labor process, which have been explained
above,, the plantation still assumes control over the labor supply through the
maintenancee of relationships with rural villages to secure political support when needed
(seee also Mather 1983). In Kaligua plantation, a good example of this took place when a
mushroomm company was established nearby in 1995-1996. This was considered a threat
too the plantation's reservoir of labor. The need of the competing company for women
laborerss to perform similar types of work, mushroom picking, created anxiety in the
plantation'ss management. A solution was finally found when, in a meeting involving
thee village heads, the plantation management and the mushroom company management,
laborr security for both companies was agreed upon. Later, this agreement became one
off the workers' complaints during worker cutbacks in the plantation (see Chapter
Seven). .
5.4.. Challenges Inherent in the Total Institution
Thee previous sections have argued that the labor recruitment process involving
migrantt labors and local villagers has forced laborers to the bottom of the hierarchical
structuree of the plantation. The shared characteristics as landless and near-landless
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peoplee who are enticed into plantation work defined by a tightly knit hierarchical social
structuree affect the future of the workers. The connection of the workers and their
householdss through the exchange of labor as well as the pattern of income and
expendituree dictated by the management's wage system are sources of the (unchanging)
conditionss of plantation laborers. These conditions demonstrate the total nature of the
plantationn community. Physical boundaries are removed because along with changes to
plantationn management and labor conditions many workers reside outside the plantation
boundariess and only a few remain living within the plantation grounds.
Administratively,, laborers fall under the village authority, as the lowest level of the
state'ss bureaucracy.
Mostt women and their household members use alternative jobs to meet their basic
needs.. They have a choice of public facilities such as schools, shops, markets, and
healthh clinics. Transportation to reach the outside world is improving. The women
workerss are also allowed to leave work for occasions related with social and cultural
activitiess and take extended leave for pregnancy and childrearing. However, the
increasinglyy open characteristics of the plantation are not necessarily followed by
increasess in women's consciousness of life choices outside the plantation. As it has
beenn argued, the basic structural characteristic of the plantation as a strongly
hierarchicall organizational system lead to laborers' persistent poverty and dependence
andd ensure that release from plantation control is very difficult indeed. Thus, the one
constantt among laborers in the plantation community is the attachment to the plantation
economy,, which has historically, culturally, and socially limited them from accessing
opportunitiess and preserved the nature of the plantation as a total institution.
6.. W o m e n as Workers and Members of Plantation Communities
Thiss section is concerned with the position of women in three overlapping
domains:: the household, the community and the plantation. The industrial organization
off the plantation, that is, the institutional arrangement connected to production and the
market,, establishes a pattern of authority and control over almost all aspects of the lives
off the people within its territorial limits (Jain 1970). It is important to understand how
thee plantation integrates production and reproduction (Kurian 1982, 1998). It is within
thiss context that gender power relations in the daily lives of women workers in the
Kaliguaa community are examined.
6.1.. Recruitment of Women Workers
AA detailed history of women's labor recruitment and the importance of women in
thee migration of the plantation labor force are beyond the aims of this chapter. Studies
havee found that Indian and African women were recruited independently from their
placess of origins during indentureships (Mathurin-Mair 1998, Reddock 1998) while
otherss argue that planters did not intentionally recruit women workers for plantation
workk except for cooking and to fulfill the sexual needs of male workers (Stoler 1986,
Shameemm 1998, Shepherd 1998). The ways in which gender functioned in the
recruitmentt of labor is related to specific conditions present in specific locations and the
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wayss in which plantations were initially established. Some migrant workers took along
theirr families when the plantation was not far from their place of origin, as in the case
off plantations in Java. Others left their families behind and only later returned for them
oncee the plantation was more established.
Physicallyy assumed as stronger than women, men were more suited for cleaning
bushh and forest for the gardens. They also worked in the construction of housing and
otherr company infrastructure. After some time, wives and other women were brought to
thee new settlements, while other men married local women. When plantation crops
weree ready for harvesting, women were considered ready and fit laborers (Konings
1998).. The types of crops grown on the plantation determined to a certain extent the
sexuall division of labor: in almost every tea plantation, a considerable number of
womenn laborers were utilized as tea pickers in the gardens and sorters in the processing
factoriess compared to those employed in sugar cane and oil palm plantations.
6.2.. Women's Burdens at Work and at Home
Commonly,, femininity is cited as the reason for women's employment in delicate,
careful,, and patient work (Konings 1998, Grijns 1987). In fact, the real conditions of tea
pickingg have little to do with these characteristics. Women must be physically strong to
survivee the daily tasks on a tea plantation. The work of the tea pickers is monotonous
andd repetitive and is carried out regardless of wind, rain, fog, or sun over mountainous
teaa gardens (see also Kurian 1982:1961). Physical strength is required to walk up and
downn the mountain slopes while carrying big basketfuls of tealeaves from garden plots
too weighing stations. The planters' purposes behind creating a division between heavy
andd light work, was to devalue women's labor and to rationalize their low wages (Jain
1998:123). .
Beingg at the bottom of the hierarchical order, women laborers are the most
vulnerablee to violent acts perpetuated by their (male) supervisors. In Sri Lankan
plantations,, Kurian (1998) observed the occurrence of gender violence, which can take
thee form of physical threats and harm perpetrated by men at all levels, the management,
overseers,, coworkers, and husbands. Women are also vulnerable as targets of male
sexuall assault in the workplace (Gulati in Oppong 1992). Sadly these problems are
neglectedd both by society and the state and are seen as domestic matters and therefore
privatee and which, with the exception of the most extreme cases, are no business of
societyy at large. In the Indonesian context, violence against women in plantation
communitiess is also found in Breman's historical study (Breman 1989:95-96). Nadia
(1987)) reports on the occurrence of abuse of power by overseers of their women tea
pickerss and relates this to the economic insecurity and needs of poor women.
Itt has been demonstrated that a large number of characteristically landless, near
landless,, deficient in property, and unskilled generations of migrant labors as well as
'local'' people who accept low economic returns for their labor make up the majority of
thee Kaligua plantation community. The social economic backgrounds of these workers
hass been and still is of considerable importance for an understanding of the position of
womenn in the plantation and how this affects aspects of their lives both at and away
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fromfrom work. Reddock and Jain (1998:15) use a multidisciplinary approach of crossculturall perspectives of female labor in the plantation institution and show that both the
valuee and fact of women's productive and reproductive work are largely mediated by
institutionall patterns of male authority and domination. Kurian (1998:72) clearly
explainss this situation related to the fact that most laborers live within a proximity to
plantationn boundaries. The pattern of residence within and outside of the plantation
groundss causes "a certain intermittency in the jobs undertaken in the field and within
thee household, which creates a degree of continuum in the range of activities to be
undertaken;; and which underlines the close relationship that exists, both spatially and in
time,, between two areas of work."
Inn the home and at the plantation, there exists the same pattern of labor-intensive,
timee consuming and monotonous work, which perpetuates the same sexual division of
labor.. Men and women are assigned different tasks that fit into their expected roles and
expectationss both in the households and at the plantation. Consequently, as indicated by
Kuriann (1998:72), similar patterns of authority and control within these two different
contextss can be observed, '"male domination in one sphere, both shapes and reinforces
thee same tendency in the other sphere, and places women in a rather extreme form of
subordinationn in the overall structure of work".
6.3.. Women's Economic Dependence
Ass wage earners, women workers in Kaligua plantation should have some degree
off economic independence, but the discriminatory wage structure based on an
underestimationn of women's work -as light and unskilled- and valuation of women's
incomee related to traditional gender roles have forced them to depend on men for their
ownn and their children's subsistence. The latter can be examined in income allocation
andd patterns of expenditure.
Too some extent women may not be aware that their allocated income in nyadong
andd their indebtedness to mandor are clear expressions of their dependence on men and
plantationn work. Nyadong is a direct deduction of wages for material goods that can
onlyy be redeemed at the plantation cooperative shop. Nyadong refers to the way women
obtainn rice and/or gasoline from the cooperative. Almost all women plantation workers
regardlesss of their husband's status are involved in nyadong, which leads to
indebtednesss to the cooperative initiated by the management. They need approval from
theirr mandor to obtain the materials, such as rice or gasoline, in the form of permission
slips.. Mandor also decide the amount of rice and/or gasoline the workers can obtain
eachh payday. Therefore, not many women actually manage to bring their wages home
onn payday. Instead, they bring money from home, mostly from their husbands' pockets,
too pay additional nyadong expenses. With no more cash in their hands, women must
thenn rely on their husbands' money not only to pay the debts for rice and/or gasoline but
alsoo for daily expenditures in the following days and weeks. Their dependence on their
husbands'' contributions temporarily stop only if they are able to have better gains
duringg abundant crops. At that time they can pay for the rice and/or gasoline and still
havee some cash to take home. In many cases indebtedness also occurs through asking
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mandormandor for cash advances against their earnings, a strategy that further complicates the
positionn of women workers. Gender roles and expectations are the reasons behind
women'ss responsibility to nyadong even if their husbands also work and have access to
plantationn cooperatives.
Economicallyy independent women workers still have to cook and shop as these
taskss have been traditionally assigned to them. Therefore, women must go to the
cooperativess to shop and simply because they have money they have to pay. Even
thoughh many women argue that their earnings are significant for meeting household
needs,, they describe their earnings as only secondary and complementary to their
husbands'' wages when asked to compare the two. Being empty-handed and indebted
theyy are not confident enough to consider themselves as significant income earners.
Somee critical women, however, do claim that their earnings are just as important as
theirr husbands as they contribute to buying rice, the most important daily necessity in
ann Indonesian household.
6.4.. Women's Multiple Workloads
Thee plantation management and society in general consider household tasks to be
thee natural function of women, and not work, and thereby justify the multiple workloads
givenn to women. These multiple workloads, however, make it difficult for women to
fulfilll their many responsibilities. Indeed, women must find ways to complete tasks in
thee home and at the plantation while also fulfilling their obligations as community
members.. Community members are expected to attend and participate in mutual
cooperationn projects, ceremonial feasts, celebrations, regular social gatherings at which
moneyy can be won, Islamic religious gatherings, and other communal festivities
organizedd by individual households or the community. Despite their reluctance and
wearinesss they are forced to take part not only in appearance but also through in-kind or
monetaryy contributions, which add to the women's burdens.
Thiss is related to the expectation in Javanese households that women are
responsiblee for household finances. Bearing the status of household economic
managers,, women are caught in a dubious position. In most cases, Javanese women's
highh status and autonomy in the family are due to their responsibility for household
financesfinances that ultimately allow them to be the final decision maker over the daily
allocationn of income. However, not all women take advantage of this role. In most
cases,, as we shall see later, the expectation of money management by women only
increasess their efforts to meet the needs of the family. Frequently women are faced with
thee task of managing empty resources. These gender role expectations further increase
thee risk of gender violence, as will be discussed more intensively in Chapters Six and
Seven. .
7.. Concluding Remarks
Thee development of plantation companies in the former Dutch East Indies is
closelyy related to the growth of plantations in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuriess following the introduction of newly imported crops to colonized countries.
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Despitee many changes in plantation administration as a result of the policies
implementedd by the post-colonial, nationalist Indonesian government, the strictly knit
malee dominated plantation social structure hierarchy still persists. Overlapping
authorityy between the plantation and the rural village over plantation workers favors the
former.. In Kaligua plantation there is a group of people, mostly women workers, who
dependd on the plantation's existence not only for economic but also for historical,
social,, and cultural reasons. Their attachment to the plantation work through exchange
off labor as well as pattern of income and expenditures dictated by the plantation limit
theirr knowledge of life choices outside the plantation, a condition that preserves the
totall character of the plantation.
Womenn plantation workers' dependence and membership in the lowest level of the
plantation'ss labor structure make them potential victims of gender and class-based
violence.. Sad stories of recurring gender violence and other violations of women's
rightss add to the bad reputation of the plantation industry in general. Even though these
storiess are regularly transmitted orally and meagerly exist in plantation research, the
phenomenonn of plantation gender related violence remains an understudied topic. Thus,
thiss piece of work is meant to give these women an opportunity to be heard.

